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New and Changed Information
This section describes the new and changed features in this release.

Mobile
For more information on the listed features, refer to Cisco Policy Suite Mobile Configuration Guide for this release.

Support of Charging Parameters from CRD Table for Dynamic Rules
In previous releases, CPS derived the values of charging parameters using the Rx profile. It used Media-Type and AF
Application Identifier for dynamic charging parameters, and Sponsor-Identity, Application-Service-Provider-Identity,
and Media-Type for sponsor data.
It can now derive the values of charging parameters using the Search Table Groups (STG). Priority to derive the values
of charging parameter from STG is higher than default Rx profile and Rx profile table with Sponsored data and without
Sponsored data feature. Derivation of charging parameters feature from Rx profile would be the same if CPS is unable
to derive values of charging parameters using STG feature.

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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Two service objects have been introduced in Policy Builder: RxChargingParameterSTGConfiguration and
RxSponseredDataChargingParameterSTGConfiguration.

USAGE_REPORT relaxed and configurable
In 3GPP 29.212 R9, the value of an USAGE_REPORT enumeration for Event-Trigger changed twice. Subsequently 3GPP
assigned different meanings to the value of 26 (TAI_CHANGE) and 29 (APN-AMBR_MODIFICATION_FAILURE). As a
result, customers deployments have to be transitioned from one enumeration value to another in a smooth fashion during
upgrades.
To address this issue Cisco StarOS (ASR 5x00) provides a CLI command to set the value to be used for USAGE_REPORT
(26, 29, 33). To support this transition, CPS also adds a provision to support both (26 & 33) as USAGE_REPORT value to
be in sync with the value configured on ASR5x00 (PCEF).
Refer to Relaxed USAGE_REPORT Event-Trigger Handling in the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide for details about this
functionality.

QCI and ARP over Rx interface
CPS now provides the ability to change QCI and ARP over the Rx interface to increase or decrease the QoS to better
manage the user experience. The recommended AVP is Dynamic-PCC-Requested-QoS.
Refer to the Rx Based QoS Upgrade of Default Bearer section in the Mobile Configuration Guide for more information.

Increasing VPN Endpoints
CPS now supports the ability to split Flow Information received from the Traffic Detection Function (TDF) in a CCR-Update
across multiple Charging Rules and sent over the Gx interface.
This release provides the ability for CPS to distribute the TFTs across multiple CRNs. The distribution of TFTs keeps the
Uplink and Downlink flows together in the same CRN. The number of TFTs per CRN is configurable. By default, CPS is
configured to allow 8 TFTs per CRN.
CPS can be configured to retry installation of rules if a failure of installation of any/all of the TFTs across one or both CRNs,
Refer to the Gx/Sd Services chapter of the Mobile Configuration Guide for more information.

Scheduled-based RAN Congestion Optimization
CPS can now be configured to signal rule changes in advance using the rule act/deact time for use cases relying on
pre-defined RAN congestion schedules. CPS can look up the congestion level for next hour, determine rules for next
hour based on the congestion level and install the rules relevant for the current hour as well as next hour.
Refer to the RAN Congestion section in the Gx/Sd Services chapter of the Mobile Configuration Guide for more
information.

VoLTE Statistics Enhancements
The following statistics have been added:
node1.counters.<domain>_[realm_]Rx_media_type_<type>.qns_count
node1.counters.<domain>_[realm_]Rx_media_type_<type>_action_<specific-action>.qns_count
node1.counters.<domain>_[realm_]Rx_media_type_<type>_error_[code_][experimental_<code>].qns_count
node1.counters.<domain>_[realm_]Gx_bearer_setup_qci_<qci>.qns_count
node1.counters.<domain>_[realm_]Gx_bearer_setup_qci_<qci> _fail_<failure-code>.qns_count
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For more information about these statistics, refer to the Engine Statistics tab of the QPS_Statistics spreadsheet on the
Cluster Manager VM:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/documents/QPS_statistics.xlsx

Per subscriber Recurring Quota Recurrence Limit Expiration Date Provisioning
CPS now provides more control over promotional quotas, such as provisioning the max number of times a recurring quota
may refresh (per subscriber) in order to control the duration of the recurring, promotional quota. CPS now supports the
ability to optionally configure, query and update the recurring refresh limit on a per-subscriber basis via the Unified API.
This enhancement applies only to API provisioning.
Added new optional fields to the CreateBalanceType that control how recurring quota operates for a given subscriber.
Both fields, recurrenceLimit and quotaExpirationDate, provide mechanisms to determine when recurring quota expires
for the subscriber.


recurrenceLimit - Defines the maximum number of times the recurring quota will refresh for a given subscriber.



quotaExpirationDate - Defines the date at which the recurring quota will stop refreshing for a given subscriber. The
quotaExpirationDate takes precedence over the recurrenceLimit.

Refer to the API documentation for this release for more information.
Note: Use the about.sh command on the Cluster Manager to determine the API documentation URL for your deployment
(for example: https://<lbvip01>:8443/ua/wsdl/UnifiedApi.xsd)

ChangeBillCycleRequest API
CPS previously provided support for recurring frequency Bill Cycle, but there was no API method to change the bill cycle.
In this release, a new API has been added for changing the bill cycle for the Quota of recurrence frequency "BillCycle".
The Input parameter to the API is the 'networkId' and 'newBillCycleDay'. The API will update the next refresh date as per
new bill cycle day. Credit expiration date will remain unchanged.
Refer to the API documentation for this release for more information:
Note: Use the about.sh command on the Cluster Manager to locate the API documentation URL for your deployment (for
example: https://<lbvip01>:8443/ua/wsdl/UnifiedApi.xsd)

Session Transition Enhancements
Default/Unknown to Known: In this release, CPS adds the ability to transition an "unknown" subscriber session to a
"known" status when the subscriber is provisioning in the SPR without requiring the session to be re-initiated. This
transition provides a smoother user experience.
Known to Default/Unknown: In this release, CPS adds the ability to transition a “known” subscriber session to
“default/unknown” status when the subscriber service and/or the subscriber itself is removed from the SPR without
requiring the session to be re-initiated.

Wi-Fi
For more information on the listed features, refer to Cisco Policy Suite Wi-Fi Configuration Guide for this release.

Authentication Dampener
In this release, CPS supports blocking subscribers or unknown subscribers for configurable time period with
Authentication Dampening feature who tried number of failed attempts for authorization.
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Keep UTC Timing in CDR
A new check box Keep UTC Timing in CDR has been added in already existing Policy Reporting Configuration plug-in.
When we enable this check box, the system will keep the timing in UTC when replicating the CDRs to different databases.

Submit Balance Events to Reporting
A new check box Submit Balance Events to Reporting has been added in already existing Balance Configuration
plug-in. When we enable this check box, all the balance events would be submitted to the policy engine for reporting.

Track WLC Location
A new check box Track Wlc Location has been added in already existing ISG Pool configuration. This defines enhanced
location mapping feature of the client. It will track the AP or SSID location of the client and will be store as location DB
in SSP.


If the check box is enabled, the RadiusReportingManager checks if the request is from ISG and that the flag is
enabled for the device and only then it would call the action to get the WLC location.



After the action is executed, AP_MAC information is received; stored in RADIUS database and added to the reporting
state.



Thus the reporting framework would generate the EDR.

ANDSF
For more information on the listed features, refer to Cisco Policy Suite ANDSF Configuration Guide for this release.

Support Basic Plain Text Credential App-layer Authentication
CPS ANDSF only supports the Basic authentication scheme where the credentials are provided as a part of the SyncML
Header. QANDSF server verifies the credentials with subscribers provisioned into the ANDSF subscriber database. As
per security specifications the credentials are encoded in B64 format from the plaintext string formed of username and
password.
Encoded String = B64(username:password)
At Server end, the username and password is extracted by decoding the same.

ANDSF SSID Enhancements
CPS ANDSF optimizes the SSID lookup for the DM Policy Tree by performing the following operations:


Maintaining the Subscriber SSIDs in a SPR extension table to collate all SSIDs specific to a subscriber in a single
record.



Exposing SOAP interface to enable CRUD operations onto this table.



The Subscriber SSID extension table uses the same parent id for mapping a subscriber as is used in Subscriber
table.So if a subscriber is not provisioned into the SPR table, we cannot store SSIDs till the same credential has been
provisioned.



When sending a DM Tree as configured in Control Center, only those specific SSID details are filtered and sent out
for a subscriber which is configured as a PrioritizedAccess Node.



In a situation where a subscriber location results to a DM tree such that the subscriber doesn't have entry for the
SSIDs configured in DMTree, ANDSF server responds with a SYNCML policy error response.
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Dictionary Footprint Enhancement
CPS ANDSF has a new configuration element (Max URIs in each MO in Session) in Policy Builder which lets the user to
control the number of URIs that can be stored in ANDSF session object. Refer to the Plug-in Configuration chapter of the
ANDSF Configuration Guide for more information.

KPIs for ANDSF
Refer to the following spreadsheet on the Cluster Manager VM for details about ANDSF statistics:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/documents/QPS_statistics.xlsx

GUI for iOS Mobile Configuration
CPS ANDSF provides a new GUI in Control Center for creating and managing iPhone mobile configurations which can
be installed on iPhone device. Refer to the Control Center Configurations chapter of the ANDSF Configuration Guide for
more information.

iOS mobile configuration creation
CPS ANDSF provides new capability to dynamically generate a mobile-config file and sign it with self-generated
certificate or provisioned certificate as well providing a way to upload static mobile-config files generated outside the
ANDSF system. Also ANDSF can host the mobile-config and certificates files accessible over https interface.

Digitally signing iOS mobile-config and embedding
ANDSF provides capability to upload external trusted root certificate or intermediate certificate in p12 format and sign
the iOS mobile-config file with this p12 certificate. ANDSF also provides mechanism to embed an internally generated
certificate in mobile-config and host its child certificate over http.

GCM XMPP server connection improvement
ANDSF provides re-connection capability with GCM XMPP server. ANDSF connects to the GCM XMPP server on startup,
if connection fails due to any reason, reconnection should be performed. Re-connection capability is also provided when
the connection breaks in between due to network fluctuation, connection-draining and other reasons.
Refer to the GCM Notifications section of the Notification Services chapter of the ANDSF Configuration Guide for more
information.

Digital Certificate Provisioning and Association to iOS Mobile Configuration
ANDSF provides capability to upload external digital certificate and associate the uploaded certificate to the ios mobile
configuration. The associated certificate is embedded inside mobile-config xml after encoding certificate in DER format.
ANDSF also allows listing the uploaded certificates and allow deleting the certificate(s).

Policy MO with Static and Dynamic Locations
ANDSF provides options to populate either static geo locations in policy Management Object (MO), which is configurable
in DM tree under validity area, or dynamic location, in the geo location which is sent by client, in DM tree under validity
area.
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ANDSF Enhancements for Apple iOS Device Users
ANDSF provides support for Apple iOS users to have a single subscription and yet be able to use multiple iOS devices
(each uniquely identified by their respective UUIDs at any given time) and get policy updates and APNS notifications from
ANDSF on all their devices.

Geographic Redundancy
Contact your Cisco Sales Representative for more information about the Geographic Redundancy functionality of CPS.

Enhanced Balance DB Isolation Handling
For GR deployments, various balance operational enhancements have been introduced in this release in the event that
one site becomes isolated. CPS stores the full balance record when primary Balance db is down, so that when a CCR-U
comes to CPS it will read record from ‘Secondary’ and do the updates on it and place the record in ‘Backup’ database.
Once primary Balance DB is up CPS will do reconciliation.
Note: This enhancement supports only OneTime and Recurrence quotas.

CPS with Dynamic Orchestration
This release includes an Early Field Trial (EFT) version of Cisco Policy Suite (CPS) with Dynamic Orchestration. This is a
virtualized version of the CPS network function in an OpenStack environment.
Contact your Cisco Sales Representative for more information about CPS with Dynamic Orchestration.

New Alarms Added
The following new alarms have been added in this release:


LdapPeerDown

For more information, refer to Cisco Policy Suite Alarming and SNMP Guide and Cisco Policy Suite Troubleshooting Guide
for this release.

Installation Notes
Download ISO Image
Download the 7.5.0 software package (ISO image) from:
https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?mdfid=284883882&softwareid=284979976&release=7.5&relind=A
VAILABLE&rellifecycle=&reltype=latest
Md5sum Details:
c67b0dc4267fa68933aa77d0dbbf1d74

CPS_7.5.0_Base.release.tar.gz

29bc271ec98fe7d1f1f976293bccec15

CPS_7.5.0.release.iso

This image can be used to perform a new installation as well as for upgrading an existing CPS system.
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Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 7.5.0 Release:
Table 1

Component Versions

Component

Version

ANDSF

1.0.0.release

Audit

1.5.0.release

Balance

3.5.0.release

Cisco API

1.1.0.release

Cisco CPAR

1.1.0.release

Control Center

3.5.0.release

Congestion Reference Data

1.3.0.release

Core

7.5.0.release

Customer Reference Data

2.5.0.release

DHCP

1.5.0.release

Diameter2

3.5.0.release

Fault Management

1.1.0.release

ISG Prepaid

1.9.0.release

LDAP

1.6.0.release

Notification

5.9.0.release

Policy Intel

2.3.0.release

POP-3 Authentication

1.5.0.release

RADIUS

3.4.0.release

Recharge Wallet

1.3.0.release

SCE

2.2.0.release

Scheduled Events

1.4.0.release

SPR

2.4.0.release

Unified API

2.4.0.release

Web Services

1.6.0.release

New Installations
To perform a new installation of CPS 7.5.0 in a VMware environment, follow these steps.
1. Mount the ISO image to the Cluster Manager.
mkdir /mnt/iso
mount -o loop xxxx.iso /mnt/iso (where xxxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.)
cd /mnt/iso
2. Execute install.sh from the /mnt/iso directory.
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3. When prompted, select the New Installation option.
Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for more information.

Upgrading an Existing CPS Installation
To migrate a 6.x system to this release, refer to the “Migration from Existing 6.x System to 7.x System” chapter of the
CPS Installation Guide for this release.
To upgrade a 7.x system to this release, perform the following steps:
1. Back up any configuration files which you have modified. These files include haproxy.cfg, haproxy-diameter.cfg, and
snmp.conf.
2. Before beginning the upgrade, refer to CSCut87120 — License file location changed, page 11
3. Login to the Cluster Manager as the root user.
4. Download the ISO image to the Cluster Manager. For example:
wget http://link_to_iso/xxx.iso
where,
link_to_iso is the link to the website from where you can download the ISO image.
xxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.
5. Execute the following commands to mount the ISO image.
mkdir /mnt/iso
mount -o loop xxxx.iso /mnt/iso (where xxxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.)
cd /mnt/iso
6. Execute the following command to initiate the installation script.
/mnt/iso/install.sh
7. When prompted for the install type, enter mobile or wifi, based on your CPS deployment type.
Please enter install type [mobile | wifi]:
8. When prompted to initialize the environment, enter y.
Would you like to initialize the environment... [y|n]:
9. When prompted for the type of installation, enter 3.
Please select the type of installation to complete:
1) New Deployment
2) Migration from pre 7.0 system
3) Upgrade from existing 7.x system
10. When prompted to enter the SVN repository to backup the policy files, enter the Policy Builder data repository name.
This copies the SVN/policy repository from the pcrfclient01 and stores it in the Cluster Manager. Later when
pcrfclient01 is upgraded, the SVN/policy files will be preserved.
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11. When prompted for a user, enter qns-svn.
12. When prompted for the password for qns-svn, enter the valid password.
Authentication realm: <http://pcrfclient01:80> SVN Repos
Password for 'qns-svn':
13. After the upgrade is complete, restart all processes by executing the following command:
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restartall.sh
14. Enter y to confirm the restart process.
15. Execute the following command to verify the system status.
diagnostics.sh

Post Upgrade Steps
Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the upgrade is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the upgrade is finished, verify the following configuration settings.
Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.
Note: During the upgrade process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these
settings be applied.


/etc/broadhop/qns.conf
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1
-DshardPingLoopLength=3
-DshardPingCycle=200
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10
-DmaxLockAttempts=3
-DretryMs=3
-DmessageSlaMs=1500
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-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200
-Dlocking.disable=true
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:
-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By
default this is set to false.
-Dremote.locking.off



/etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf
-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000

Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation of CPS:


By default, CPS is installed without the password being set for the qns user. Run the change_passwd.sh script on
the Cluster Manager to set the password.



Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured.
build_set.sh needs to be executed to configure all the replication sets. From the pcrfclient01, execute:
/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --sessionmgrVM --create**
Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file. Make sure all of your data paths are set to /var/data and not /data.



Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.



CSCuq83478: Diameter haproxy configuration is not correct for IPv6 addresses.
Fix: IPv6 tables need to be turned OFF for IPv6 traffic on lb01, lb02. Management and IPv6 Gx traffic should be on
different VLANs in VLAN.csv file at the time of deployment.



We get the following warning when executing stopall.sh/startall.sh/restartall.sh on HA system:
-bash: monit: command not found
or
monit: action failed -- There is no service by that name
You can ignore the warning message and continue to work.
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CSCut87120 — License file location changed
If pcrfclient02 has license file on the setup then perform the following steps before upgrade from earlier version to 7.5.0
release.
1. Login to Cluster Manager VM and execute the following commands to create the directory to copy pcrfclient02
license file:
cd /etc/broadhop/license
mkdir -p pcrfclient02
cd pcrfclient02

2. Copy license file from pcrfclient02 VM.
scp pcrfclient02:/etc/broadhop/license/* .

3. Check whether the license file and features.properties files are there inside current directory by executing the
following command:
ls -l

CSCuu97628, CSCuv03729 — 7.5 Fresh SP WiFi install requires additional Policy Builder
configurations
If diagnostics.sh shows error then verify the following:
1. Open Policy Builder GUI using https://<public IP>:7070/pb (use the about.sh script to determine the URL for your
deployment).
2. Check if the Policy Builder shows the following error: The feature ‘pluginConfiguration’ of ‘lab’ contains an
unresolved proxy ‘RADIUS Configuration’.

3. If Policy Builder shows above error then:
a. Delete: Lab > Plugin Configuration > RADIUS Configuration
b. Create: Lab > Plugin Configuration > RADIUS Configuration
4. Make the following additional configuration changes in Policy Builder:
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a. If this is an AIO deployment, update: Lab > Plugin Configuration > Radius Configuration > Location Db Port >
27017 (from default value 27717).
b. Create: Lab > Plugin Configuration > ISG Prepaid Configuration
c. Create: Lab > Plugin Configuration > Notification Configuration
d. Create: Lab -> Plugin Configuration -> Audit Configuration
e. If this is an AIO deployment, update: Lab -> Plugin Configuration -> Portal Configuration -> Database Port ->
27017 (from default value 27749).
After performing the above steps, Policy Builder GUI should not display any errors:

5. Check if Policy Builder shows the following error: The feature ‘configuredBlueprints’ of ‘Root Configured
Blueprint’ contains an unresolved proxy ‘Configured Blueprint’.

6. If Policy Builder shows above error then:
a. Delete > Initial Blueprint ->'' (empty policy, below Subscriber Data (SPR) policy)
b. Delete > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR)
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c. Create > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR)
d. Create > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR) > Unified API WS
e. Create > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR) > Unified API WS > Portal Services
After performing the above steps, Policy Builder should be without any error:

7. Publish PB configuration.
8. Restart QNS processes.

Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:


Limitations, page 13



Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 15

Limitations


If you have a system with old installer (6.1 or prior), it is mandatory to use the new installer to create VMs and use
the new release trains. The latest 7.5.0 release train does not work with the old environment (AIO/HA).



Solicited Application Reporting
The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:
—

The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

—

For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same
output.

—

Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

—

AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.
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During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.



Hour Boundary Enhancement
Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:
If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule
sent for the rules which are already installed.
No applicability to QoS Rules:
The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules.



The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to
pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02.



The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:
vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.

This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, refer to:
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561


Only for GR migration: After restarting migrated site if you observed QNSs processes are not coming up and qns's
log showing below error:
2015-05-07 23:59:20,335 [pool-23-thread-4] WARN c.b.c.m.dao.impl.ShardInterface.run - Unexpected
error
com.broadhop.exception.DataStoreIsNotAvailable: Data store is not available: Mongo DBCollection is
null

Fix: Move back primary DB to migrated site from other site and restart the QNS processes.
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Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
The following is the list of publicly known Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) apply to this version of CPS:
Table 2

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

Vulnerability

CVE Number

Summary

Technical Details

Pacemaker
1.1.10

CVE-2013-028

Pacemaker contains a
vulnerability that could
allow an unauthenticated,
remote attacker to cause
a denial of service
condition on a targeted
system. Updates are
available.

The vulnerability exists because the network socket used by
the affected software fails to close a remote connection after
a certain period of inactivity. An unauthenticated, remote
attacker could exploit this vulnerability by connecting to the
Pacemaker socket. When connected, the socket may wait for
an infinite amount of time to perceive the authentication
credentials, which could allow the attacker to block all other
connection attempts, causing a DoS condition for legitimate
users.

CVE-2013-2088

Apache Subversion
contains a vulnerability
that could allow an
authenticated, remote
attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
targeted system. Updates
are available.

The vulnerability exists in the
contrib/hook-scripts/check-mime-type.pl script used in the
affected software. The script fails to escape argv arguments
starting with a hyphen to the svnlook utility and could cause
an error in the script. Later, a different script,
contrib/hook-scripts/svn-keyword-check.pl script is used to
parse filenames from the output of the command, svnlook
changed, and passes the output to a shell command.
An authenticated, remote attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by making crafted requests to the vulnerable
scripts. If successful, it could allow the attacker to execute
arbitrary shell commands on the targeted system.

CVE-2013-4505

Apache Subversion
contains an issue that
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial
of service condition.
Updates are available.

An issue in the mod_dontdothat component of Apache
Subversion could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker
to cause a denial of service (DoS) condition.
The issue exists because the mod_dontdothat component of
the affected software fails to restrict REPORT requests from
serf-based clients. An unauthenticated, remote attacker
could exploit this issue to cause a targeted device to
consume excessive amounts of system resources, resulting in
a DoS condition.
Apache has confirmed the vulnerability and released software
updates

CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database.
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise
description.
Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:
https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch
To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:
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https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=

Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 7.5.0 release.
Table 3

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCun78248

ANDSF: QNS Logs should display reason when connection with GCM failed

CSCuo35240

QPS_6.1 SNMP: LicensedSessionCreation traps not being sent

CSCup32278

QPS 7.0: SNMP: Trap message lacks details like where it is generated.

CSCup59820

update install guide with limitations on vSwitch

CSCup67507

QPS: GR: No document procedure for using Policy Builder during site loss

CSCup70243

[Sys Test]: Failover Detection not working

CSCup74020

6.1.1[Sys Test]: Event Time stamp and RAT type_Gy EDR

CSCuq05507

Servers file needs to be configured according to deployment type

CSCuq17957

Puppet deployer won't deploy on datastores with spaces

CSCuq34554

QNS Sec: puppet setup SEC-PWD-DEFMIN not working

CSCuq64154

QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in CC 7.0 rel

CSCuq64333

QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in PB 7.0 rel

CSCuq64345

QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in PORTAL 7.0 rel

CSCuq64581

ISIC flood attack is making system ping unreachable.

CSCuq83478

IPV6 diameter peer

CSCuq90902

QPS: New EFT 3 installation breaking permission on /etc/broadhop

CSCuq95382

QPS security flaw needs to be resolved

CSCuq99218

when executing command “service --status-all” puppet runs twice

CSCur11881

Remove individual CPU counters from the collectd.conf configuration

CSCur12179

TACACS auditing not sent to remote server

CSCur19528

QPS - SP interfaces Stats - for latency, retries, and duplicates

CSCur19561

Elastic search service crashed every 7-8 Hrs.

CSCur22781

patch script cannot find patches using relative paths

CSCur29745

Need to enhance puppet to disable firewall rules for IPV6

CSCur30311

PCRF sending no response if Session Database is down

CSCur34921

import_deploy.sh: Needs to perform basic input validation.

CSCur34924

deploy_all.py: Needs logging, cleaner output

CSCur34930

First ssh from installer VM prompts to add nodes to known_hosts file.

CSCur53352

Unable to do snmpgets in 7.0.0.6

CSCur56193

haproxy logging: wrong level and not being received by rsyslogd.

CSCur56894

lbvip handling with corosync

CSCur60705

GR: Authorization Failure Event on both sites

CSCur68777

10-qns-default.conf has inappropriate Allow/Deny directives

CSCur70195

HAProxy Vulnerabilities reported by CIAM to fix

CSCur74699

GR: 2nd site throwing error “not have active 0MQ eindpoint”
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Table 3

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCur81421

security: java telnet localhost 90xx allows everyone and proc

CSCur83477

build_etc.sh logs shows enabling , updates the firewall conf

CSCur85175

Pacemaker contains a vulnerability

CSCur86514

collectd 'Value too old' excess messages and duplicate logging

CSCur93957

Make IP tables Entries for the ports 9092,9093 and 9094 on Active LB

CSCur99924

Grafana: graphite-web produces traceback exception OSError

CSCus00011

Grafana: In legend, Current value appears as zero.

CSCus11220

sync_times.sh doesn't work on pcrfclient after upgrd 7.0.0.x to 7.0 MR1

CSCus13496

Graphite records occasionally get corrupted

CSCus16060

Grafana: In legend, some Sy stats showing nonsense Min and Max value.

CSCus21417

Incremental Time outs observed when Lb01 is powered off

CSCus24935

“Data store is not available” error is observed during plain longevity - SessionCache

CSCus26912

Error while powering off all sessmgr belonging to one chassis Option0 GR

CSCus30689

svn sync from pcrfclient01 to pcrfclient02 is failing

CSCus35298

qns_ldap_pool.NumSuccessfulCheckouts: nonsense value on policy publish

CSCus39372

lmgrd exception when expired licenses reside in /etc/broadhop/license

CSCus39459

zombie processes for scripts launched by monit.

CSCus39585

QPS keeps stale files in SVN

CSCus48103

HA proxy Vulnerabilities

CSCus48118

Python Vulnerabilities

CSCus48127

Spring Framework Vulnerabilities

CSCus48309

An error occurred while updating a session observed during longevity

CSCus50571

Statistics get truncated if Realm length is more than 16 characters

CSCus61939

Ruby warnings already initialized: QPS_PROFILE, CLUSTER_STATE_TOGGLE

CSCus63331

Handovers are not working when pending transaction feature is enabled

CSCus63849

PB GUI: Should ask for all DB host name in replica set, not just two.

CSCus64374

vip IP got down for unknown reason.- Rx interface down

CSCus65782

In IPV6 Configuration, Jvalidate Script fails when Subnetmask is 64

CSCus68458

During failback peer up took more then 5 minutes at Site1 whenQNS are up

CSCus70654

Trap generation, severity for license threshold not in expected behavior

CSCus73017

QPS - add pbj URL to about.sh

CSCus74475

summaryall.sh stopall.sh startall.sh checks for qns instances on session

CSCus74591

7.5 QPS Logs Errors are complaing about ANDSF configuration

CSCus76783

QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in CC 7.5 rel

CSCus76837

QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in PB 7.5 rel

CSCus83123

svn not replicating over pcrfclient0x

CSCus86785

QPS: Result Code 5012 for missing Plan value in LDAP Search Response

CSCus92016

about.sh inconsistencies: QPS Patch History, QPS Core Versions
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Table 3

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCus93107

QPS: PCC rule installation with TOD schedule on Timezone change

CSCus96329

In 7.5 release, observed security issues with QPS Unified API interface:

CSCus96931

In 7.5 release, observed security issues with PORTAL URL.

CSCus99805

Upgrade fails when there is relianceutil feature in pb and pcrf

CSCut01574

top_qps.sh: pcrfclient01 is a single point of failure.

CSCut06741

NTP: On blade poweron VM time not synched well after application is up.

CSCut08953

allow access to svn from arbitervip

CSCut09139

policyRepositories.xml: not synched and newer one overwritten on failover

CSCut09383

session_cache_ops.sh: Problems running two concurrent instances.

CSCut11070

JVM is ignoring PermSize and MaxPermSize settings in jvm.conf files.

CSCut11481

restartall.sh: ERROR: Failed to start process on lb0x

CSCut13091

Losing two qns/qns/sm blades causes outage.

CSCut14758

top_qps.sh: script will hang if a qns member fails.

CSCut16341

QPS: Notifications when multiple remaining quota breach happen same time

CSCut20102

collectd: bulkstats file names should use UTC, not local timezone

CSCut36008

haproxy does not send a TCP FIN to Gx clients upon going down

CSCut36829

ERROR com.broadhop.snmp.TrapService

CSCut36907

GR Migration: env_export script not able to take DB backups

CSCut37335

GR Migration: migration script should clearly log failure reasons

CSCut37818

Before svn-repos passwd expires, notification/trap should get generate.

CSCut37852

Installation guide should get updated with svn-repos passwd expires info

CSCut37906

snmp trap needed: replica set member change of state

CSCut38460

GR Migration: After migration need to start lmgrd manually

CSCut38479

GR Migration: Migration MOP steps should be automated

CSCut38496

GR Migration: migration script should be able to run from any dir

CSCut39265

Missing Information In TAL Logs

CSCut39569

puppet apply produces errors on lb01 &amp; lb02

CSCut47489

Collectd service is responsible for high load in PCRFClient

CSCut48237

MySQL replication

CSCut48523

CCA-I does not come when client's realm is not present in inbound realm

CSCut48730

Incorrect default Expiration in Control Centre for One Time Quota

CSCut51516

QPS: Users are forced to run mongorestore on portal database.

CSCut56501

logstash daemon causing huge CPU load (99%)

CSCut71822

Cant start Monit, throwing Warning: Program does not exist: '5'

CSCut74664

No “Memcached ConnectError” Trap comes if we kill memcached process.

CSCut75191

lmgrd process not getting started after changing the license file

CSCut77581

APRIL 2015 NTPd Vulnerabilities

CSCut80280

Graphs in grafana are lost when time on VMs are changed

CSCut80832

QPS: Install default settings for Audit
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Table 3

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCut85211

Policy Builder Accepts Incorrect Password

CSCut86989

diagnostics.sh shows pass even qns process dead

CSCut87612

disagnostics.sh hangs when retrieving info from qns VMs

CSCut88042

start-session of type “null” does not fail when balance is depleted

CSCut90958

QNS SEC: Do NOT default to “permanent” lock out on failure

CSCut90983

QNS SEC:QPS Not Supporting SSh2

CSCut91522

Problem with CDR - Difference between DPI and PCRF

CSCut96345

Zero MQ highwater mark should come by default in the build

CSCut99966

haproxy stats page returns 503 error

CSCuu00007

Error at boot time

CSCuu03978

QNS Sec: change password is not having Expected Behavior

CSCuu04454

QPS env_export.sh Scripts Needs to Handle Other DB Host Locations

CSCuu05511

CPS sec: Limit old password reuse

CSCuu12873

QNS: First CCA-I not sent by QPS after LB failover

CSCuu13030

collectd is being restarted on periodic basis

CSCuu13354

SR 634556613 akr crm errors

CSCuu16421

Maximum Quota Size

CSCuu16454

jvalidate.py doesn't run

CSCuu19319

Backup DB entry in hosts file

CSCuu20579

env_export/import mishandle the databases

CSCuu26289

Grafana graphs shows warning signs and not displaying stats properly

CSCuu28629

top_qps.sh shows blank Host Detail

CSCuu29523

QPS: Documentation for adding features is insufficient (e.g POP3)

CSCuu31004

Issue with patch install / undo script

CSCuu33061

QPS:RAR message not observed when non-exhausted quota is expired

CSCuu33207

QPS: Second email not received if two threshold breached together

CSCuu35354

Bill Cycle eq 1 on the last day of the month issue

CSCuu37019

GX-RAR handling for GR site1 for RX session

CSCuu39245

Build_script.sh does not detect file permission changes

CSCuu43317

Scheduled Events Configuration Issue -- multiple notification send

CSCuu44291

Performing QPS upgrades will over writes several key files !

CSCuu47310

cc01 cc02 SVN repository synchronization not maintained over time.

CSCuu47315

SVN repository updates don't get synced back from cc02 to cc01

CSCuu47370

curator package missing from pcrfclient02

CSCuu50334

c.b.memcache.impl.SemaphoreManager. - Monitoring local site error null

CSCuu58356

7.0.1 to 7.0.5 HA upgrade fails Portal portion

CSCuu59558

CPS: CPS does not send CCR-T to recharge wallet

CSCuu59561

set_priority.sh should set lowest priority as 2 and not 1
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Table 3

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCuu59650

stopall.sh script changes the priority of all DBs on Site1

CSCuu59785

mon_db_for_callmodel is monitoring the replica sets when lb01/lb02 down

CSCuu60564

QPS: Location Queries not handling single IP (not range) gracefully

CSCuu63437

ASE QPS Does not Support GX + GY Combined TPS 1500 - 2000

CSCuu63697

QPS: Audit config in default mobile SVN needs to be in the PB gui config.

CSCuu67587

Sending same proxy accounting packet multiple times

CSCuu69496

Priority issue of quota code

CSCuu70484

Grafana: Zooming Issue

CSCuu70536

Grafana: Time Series Data Request Error

CSCuu75212

The e-bit in the Command Flags should be set for Result-Codes of 3xxx

CSCuu76840

cannot deploy VMs $ sign in hypervisor password in configuration.csv

CSCuu78428

QPS: Account records not generated even after as successful ACA message

CSCuu78995

initialize_svn script does not check md5 checksum

CSCuu79501

7.5 Upgrade AIO fails httpd downgrade

CSCuu79587

WLC Service Change Fails

CSCuu81254

No Gy RAR on QuotaRecharge event mid-session

CSCuu84045

instantiate listener org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.listener.ELContextCleaner

CSCuu86272

QPS: new portal 7.5.1 requires database upgrade

CSCuu86308

CPS Statistics Spreadsheet Missing Description Column

CSCuu86442

QPS: Through a WLC, Confirm &amp; Go scenario causing portal/SSP errors

CSCuu86836

LDAP tiemout causes CCA-I messages with 3004 errors

CSCuu86841

Policy Builder AIO - aioDefault keyword breaks PB edits

CSCuu87949

build_set.sh add members could not add if multiple setname in the config

CSCuu87971

CPS not able to deliver Gx RAR message to diameter client.

CSCuu88443

Failure of regression case for audit

CSCuu88831

QPS: SP Wifi/Portal device mgmt getting “Possible XXS attack” response

CSCuu88920

Policy Builder GUI doesn't show last used repository after patch upgrade

CSCuu89810

restartall.sh: Script doesn't work if host is offline:

CSCuu89856

Csv Replication in ASE: Output Directory not being created or written to

CSCuu89980

Vendor-Id AVP missing in Experimental-Result AVP in Rx AAA

CSCuu90202

QPS: SMS generated again even if the once per session is checked

CSCuu90727

Diameter bulkstats generation issue QPS 7.0.1

CSCuu91377

“3002:Realm: all peers are down” alarm not taking appId into account

CSCuu91894

NPE in running Reg_QPS_6_1_0_US0000_Tyw71850c_UE_Resource_Modification

CSCuu93582

Wifi one time code issue

CSCuu94029

MCC MNC value is not shown in subscriber session

CSCuu94275

With recurring quota the balance record in DB keeps increasing onRefresh

CSCuu94338

CCR-I ULI decode of MCC MNC failing if RAI sent

CSCuu94423

Call Model TPS impact for 4 min aft BAL DB recovered after HA failover
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Table 3

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCuu94455

restartall.sh script not doing expected behavior in QPS.

CSCuu94596

SNMP trap to clear existing resync alarm is not sent

CSCuu95281

Memory issue causes tomcat to fail on portal vm

CSCuu96455

Haproxy check interval need to be updated to 30sec from default of 2sec

CSCuu96700

Issues found for HTTP suite during Codenomicon fuzz testing

CSCuu97741

build_all.sh script was failed due to missing configuration folder

CSCuu98870

Records are getting logged and removed if exception in Reconciliation

CSCuu99959

CPS Documentation for HAPROXY API authentication

CSCuv00056

UAPI url change details and backward compatibility

CSCuv00293

IPv6: lbvip is not coming up with IPv6 netmask as 64.
This issue occurs when IPv6 netmask is specified in VLANs.csv file. For example:
cat /var/qps/config/deploy/csv/VLANs.csv
VLAN Name,Network Target Name,Netmask,Gateway,VIP Alias
Internal,VM Network,255.255.255.0,NA,lbvip02
Management,VM Network,64,,lbvip01

Workaround: After deployment, execute the following command on lb01, (assuming lbvip01 is
IPv6 and netmask is 64):
pcs resource update lbvip01 cidr_netmask=64
CSCuv01016

IPCAN type change is not sending correct QOS in CCA

CSCuv01577

AIO Fresh install not able to run top_qps.sh
Workaround: Install the com.broadhop.controlcenter feature after installation.

CSCuv01983

Policy builder is not accessible with 7.5 QPS release

CSCuv02051

CPS 7.0.5 Sd initiated RAR doesn't work

CSCze09612

SNMP traps in 5.3.4 are missing fields (US2105 )

Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 7.5.0 release.
Table 4

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCug21376

QNS: Displaying wrong value of rule in services in policy builder.

CSCun29725

QNS[Opt-Sys]: Basic GR Site outage GR failure trigger is failing

CSCun29749

QPS does not send DPR in case of LB reboot or shutdown

CSCun59674

QPS 6.1 SNMP: RadiusConnectionError traps not being sent

CSCuo08815

Gx TCP sessions take &gt;90s to re-establish upon lb switchover

CSCuo14378

PB Copy UCT and create fresh UCT exhibit different behaviors

CSCuo54028

QNS: QPS doesn't update FapBreachAction on receiving null in STD.

CSCuo62415

QPS: UserLocationInfo field empty in Control Center
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Table 4

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCup37520

Radius Access Request message is corrupted at QPS, with new WLC Release

CSCup58810

GR - Site down trap script has issues

CSCup84467

QPS should send Disconnect-Cause: Rebooting in DPR when restarting

CSCuq03699

Primary sessionmgr shutdown result into instable Call Model no CCA

CSCuq07230

QPS not triggering RAR once a quota expires while another available

CSCuq09541

No login required to access Policy Builder and publish policies

CSCuq16999

QPS: SNMP trap LicenseUsageThresholdExceeded not sent from any QNS VMs

CSCuq22563

Enhance Diameter plugin logging

CSCuq24743

LMGRD stop/restart doesn't work

CSCuq27145

Puppet: new VMs have wrong installer IP in .ssh/known_hosts

CSCuq34020

Portal Configuration for AIO is on mongo port 27749

CSCuq41164

Default gateway needs to be set for eth1

CSCuq46505

built_set.sh script does not support more than 7 RS members addition

CSCuq50585

Add Logging to examine replication performance

CSCuq50700

LDAP Search user Password should be encrypted

CSCuq53049

Policy Builder Rule Base Corruption

CSCuq53544

RAN Congestion use case RAR issue: one more EDR was generated.

CSCuq54942

CRD REST API _update creates multiple fields in existing key field

CSCuq57193

QPS not sending TSR with DRA

CSCuq59300

refactor diagnostics.sh to help maintainability

CSCuq60309

pb gui access need authentication; default broadhop user be configurable

CSCuq66027

PB hosted documentation not updated by binary installer

CSCuq67112

Next Hop Routing for Secondary DRA (PAS) not working

CSCuq68974

slave PCEF CCR-I ignored by QPS when master session not created

CSCuq70967

approx 100% CPU utilization by java process on qns10 in MAS PROD.

CSCuq72876

QPS Cluster Manager (Shiprock) VM OAM Requirements

CSCuq73883

get_replica_status shows incorrect LAG information

CSCuq73960

Schedule Detail empty fields in Control Center

CSCuq76768

Outbound Peer Priority is not visible to endpoint registry

CSCuq78140

Window Sizing parameters for Optimum Network Bandwidth

CSCuq79025

LicenseManager: License Directory is not defined

CSCuq79536

Access Request Guard Timer not working

CSCuq84048

Sd does not support framed-ip avp

CSCuq84064

Monitoring Key for sponsor ID is larger than expected at PGW side.

CSCuq84569

slow ldap response from internal qps nodes

CSCuq86932

bulk-stats.sh creating files with incorrect filenames in QPS7

CSCuq87195

Gx.CCA-I not sent to PGW

CSCuq87593

Empty QoS information in CCA-I

CSCuq87988

QPS US3025 user story mirror functionality not working for Vulnerability
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Table 4

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCuq88720

Installing vPCRF on VLAN Based model of OpenStack is not supported

CSCuq88764

Delete Expired quotas

CSCuq88934

QPS is not mapping Rx specific action 8 to Gx event trigger

CSCuq92480

QoS in Gx-RAR not working as defined in 3GPP 29.213 section 6.3

CSCuq94428

License warning and License Refresh not happening on Clab site2

CSCuq94824

BHN - PMIPv4 TALs faling with duplicate constraint error

CSCuq95084

Credit API fails due to null callbackValidityTime when no credits exist

CSCuq95382

QPS security flaw needs to be resolved.
The following two flaws have been resolved in this release:
-Low ICMP Timestamp Request Information Disclosure Vulnerability [FID 12006]
-Medium HTTP Server Prone To Slow Denial Of Service Attack [FID 12824]

CSCuq95395

No ARP for Rx dedicated bearer (no GBR)

CSCuq95424

Remove ApnAggMaxBitrate UL/DL from the RxSTGConfiguration object

CSCuq95641

QPS stats script fail to start - “is not a Registered Bean” feedback

CSCuq95735

High Number of ldap connections on Lb

CSCuq95998

set_priority.sh not setting DB priority for non voting SPR memebrs

CSCuq96637

Sy sending unsupported "Vendor-Specific-Application-Id(260)"

CSCuq98239

Feature com.broadhop.snmp is unable to start on GR Active-Standby setup

CSCuq99218

when executing command "service --status-all" puppet runs twice

CSCuq99330

Repository user credential is showed in the system process

CSCuq99742

QPS not sending "SERVICE ID" AVP to OCS over Gy interface

CSCur01720

Extra Gx-RAR when VoLTE session is failed due to QoS validation

CSCur02309

RxProfile: support for reporting level and precedence

CSCur02785

Diameter retries.

CSCur03355

CCA-U not sending QOS values whereas system calculates correct values

CSCur03804

Rx Dedicated Bearer QoS, Mirroring and Bounding -Additional Requirements

CSCur03949

Sy Prime additional Requirements

CSCur05014

QPS 6.0 - Policy Builder fields change inadvertently when moused over

CSCur05661

QPS / evaluation for CVE-2014-6271 and CVE-2014-7169

CSCur08058

PCRF crashing PAS connection during continuous traffic

CSCur08138

Error returned from LB when diameter message was sent

CSCur08395

An error occurred while creating a session , session may already exist

CSCur09992

QPS sends twice same CoA, instead of two different CoAs on service

CSCur10672

Merging code from ANDSF branch

CSCur10821

PCRF Fails to start PAS peer connection

CSCur10915

Database Timer issue causing 3xxx error

CSCur11264

Tacacs auditing files (script and time) reconciliation

CSCur11281

TACACS User not able to change password from QPS

CSCur11329

Slow GUI response when updating Commit Message Box
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Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCur11946

CRD enhancement to support SGSNIP with subnet

CSCur11985

AnGwAddress is not sent on SY prime AAR

CSCur12060

Sy SLR INTERMEDIATE_REQUEST not sent when no policy counter on service

CSCur12843

too many APIs for the same account creates a RAR Issue

CSCur14440

Support for retrieving “Network Requested Support” AVP

CSCur14732

gyDeviceManager needs set ratingGroup on AutowireBalanceRequest

CSCur16079

Disable monitoring tab in Policy Builder

CSCur16554

QPS 7.0 - Stats - No latency KPI for Traffic Stats

CSCur17982

QPS is not sending LDAP Request (Intermittent Issue)

CSCur18048

Access Network Charging Address AVP is not decoded correctly by QPS

CSCur18079

Support for Redirect-Information AVP

CSCur18700

Invalid LDAP credentials, results in flood of authentication attempts

CSCur19567

Outbound Message Overload handing Causing Performance degradation

CSCur19570

Slow Policy calculator causing Performance degradation.

CSCur19783

Ldap health check not working

CSCur20317

Empty Flow-Information AVP added to Charging-Rule-Definition AVP

CSCur20411

QPS incorrectly encoding the Cisco Monitoring Key AVP(1066)

CSCur22314

Help doc attached to ControlCentre GUI need to be updated

CSCur23661

service qns restart required after adding use case option-AIO

CSCur24376

CalledStation sometimes missing from CDRs

CSCur25156

Diameter message retry is not as per spec.

CSCur26144

IPME Support for QPS.

CSCur26383

QPS sends Abort session request after receiving CCR-U

CSCur26540

2 connection with Sy when 2 different policy published one after another

CSCur27825

AMDOCS Service-type needs to supported in Radius

CSCur28226

SN1-APN-Name AVP with Incorrect ID in QPS

CSCur28522

QPS 7.0 (FCS) Does not send CCA-I to PGW

CSCur29540

Flow-Direction incorrectly calculated by the QPS-Gx R10

CSCur30135

Issue with PVI/PCI in QPS

CSCur30146

CCA-U includes Usage-Monitoring-Information AVP during IRAT

CSCur30192

Session ID for Gx transactions and Sy transactions are different.

CSCur30766

QPS overwrites the SY SSTI value with the one from the SPR table

CSCur32238

QPS is not aborting Rx session when GW is not responding to the Gx-RAR

CSCur32244

QPS is not including RAT and IPCAN TYPE in Rx-RAR for RAT-CHANGE trigger

CSCur32246

Rx-RAR with action 9 for a failure though it is not provisioned by AF

CSCur32249

2 Flow AVP in Rx-RAR with same component num but with diff flow number

CSCur32503

PRIMARY Session Manager Failure

CSCur33330

Admin Db primary not shifting to Standby site post both prim lb failover

CSCur34104

QPS is not sending error when it gets incorrect AF_ID
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CSCur34157

QPS Comprehensive Back-Up and Recovery Procedure

CSCur34931

buid_set.sh script is not polished

CSCur34955

Typos in PB Web GUI

CSCur35412

Flow-Status: 'Removed' in Gx message

CSCur36445

SNMP alarms don't work when networks are not reachable (ssh hangs)

CSCur37036

Condition based LDAP query

CSCur37527

copytoall.sh returns false positive if provided only single argument.

CSCur37715

Sy-Prime - Rule Level Monitoring(1) support on QPS with Balance Mgr

CSCur37767

Sy-Prime - Threshold Breach Scenario not working as expected

CSCur38461

QPS doesn't support deployments that don't start with sessionmgr01

CSCur38723

SY- qps sends messages to both the primary and secondary SY server

CSCur38901

QPS - snmpd and snmptrapd do not start automatically.

CSCur40234

QPS Control Center cannot read cust_ref_data collections

CSCur40724

Enhancement for multiple Subscriber AVP code bindings on QPS

CSCur42738

session count scripts doesn't give right output .

CSCur42745

QPS does not specify which table its evaluating within a STG

CSCur43660

After applying patches LB nodes seem to not like some of QPS policies

CSCur43841

RAR sent instead of ASR when removing the last installed Media component

CSCur43906

QPS is sending two ASR when Dedicated bearer is released by PGW.

CSCur43934

QPS is not supporting UNSUCCESSFUL_QOS_VALIDATION error

CSCur44183

message null check in DiameterGyV8DeviceMgr.sendResponse.

CSCur44195

MBR is sent lower than GBR

CSCur44716

Support for multiple LDAP values for an LDAP attribute on QPS

CSCur44784

PCRF Rejecting CCA-U with SOS APN

CSCur44883

Sy-Prime Balance Template - Initiator Condition (Requirements)

CSCur46280

Sy-Prime Attribute retrievers in Policy Builder

CSCur48114

QPS 7.0.0.5: Publishing Policy Builder Takes Too Long

CSCur48369

QPS fails to refresh BGAN FAP balance with 0

CSCur48946

CCA (U) is missing Redirect Information

CSCur49102

QPS inot able to use the SdToggleConfiguration use-case

CSCur50980

HO sending chargining_rule in RAR after enabling 2nd USUM load

CSCur52840

Sy-Peer Derivation - Sub Requirements

CSCur53647

High rate of RAR in EDR

CSCur55753

QPS - No alarm for primary Sy down, and coming up

CSCur55765

QPS - No alarm for both primary & secondary Sy down, and coming up

CSCur55771

QPS - No alarm for primary Sp link down, and coming up

CSCur55944

RxQoSDerivation is not correct if RxAppQoS and RxQoS both in service

CSCur56347

QPS Incorrectly creates PreConfiguredRule
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CSCur56856

QPS: taking random time to generate CDR files

CSCur56987

Redirect URL and Sy Transaction ID is conveyed in STA message

CSCur57536

Ldap Attributes Regex matching not working as expected

CSCur57660

clear, count and list_mongo_session scripts are not working properly

CSCur57666

build_all.sh scripts should exit and report errors

CSCur57835

Gx Connections coming up before Sp (LDAP) is ready

CSCur57841

Error sending message null reported by LB server

CSCur57996

Final-Unit?-Action=re?direct being sent even when the units not last

CSCur58340

restartQpsServices.sh not starting haproxy-diameter service on lbs

CSCur58930

qps stops responding to updates during capacity test

CSCur59095

deploy_qns.sh hates $ - does not work when password has $

CSCur60604

Exception on QNS when MPS id coming Rx interface in AAR message

CSCur60796

GR: Stale session not cleared from the QPS after GR failover

CSCur61444

QPS sending Route-Record in all answers

CSCur61535

Default repository does not get loaded in 7.0.0.6 AIO

CSCur61872

QPS includes Flow-Direction for pre-defined rules

CSCur62108

Unexpected AVP in Sy prime AAR

CSCur63468

CCR-U RAT-Type is not updating in session without Rat-type event

CSCur64496

QPS is sending incorrect flag for couple of diameter AVP

CSCur65001

PB services migration issue from one version of QPS to another version

CSCur66553

Add Support for Sy-Gx related AVP in session retrievers

CSCur66665

Support for Multiple "Subscriber-ID" in Sy Template

CSCur66666

QPS did not generate any snmp alarms when expected

CSCur68164

Call Model not shifted to other site all spr/session cache brought down

CSCur70742

QPS should not remove rule before reinstalling.

CSCur71105

The logic for ARP AVP is wrong for BOUND_ALL

CSCur72156

GR:PB configuration not accessible when active site is down

CSCur72363

CCA-U not sent when the QCI from service option is null

CSCur72882

Rx-RAR for successful resource allocation not sent

CSCur73213

QPS timing out valid LDAP search responses

CSCur73807

diagnostics.sh needs awareness of when VM is offline.

CSCur75344

Undocumented SNMP Alert Raised: "InvalidLicense"

CSCur76259

QPS doesn't include QCI & ARP for Sd Toggle dynamic rules

CSCur76499

AAR request not triggered on secondary BM when primary BM not responded

CSCur76679

Remote SPR provisioning should work from Site2 for failed Gr site1

CSCur77244

No trap for loss of sessionmgr

CSCur77566

Sy Granted Service Unit (GSU) needs to be exposed as Session Retriever

CSCur79495

QPS - No alarm for CPU usage greater than 80%

CSCur79637

2 digit MNC support in QPS
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CSCur79882

optimize tcp stack for mongodb replication

CSCur80989

No hard limit to protect total session to go over DB limitation

CSCur81500

Support for input files for importing policy configuration

CSCur81552

QPS/OCS poor performance

CSCur81649

SY PRIME RAR (with OSP change) does not trigger session update

CSCur82802

Remote SPR Lookup based on IMSI/MSISDN prefix

CSCur82806

SPR Query from standby restricted to local site only (Geo aware query)

CSCur82968

ntpd not installed on AIO 7.0.0.0 GA

CSCur83376

CC search for sub account credential - No Subscriber Found

CSCur83380

CC does not search sub-account Names

CSCur83504

Flow direction AVP in Gx-RAR for VoLTE call

CSCur83567

Performance Tuning

CSCur84470

Double charge in RadiusReportingManager - during peak usage

CSCur84769

RAR processing from ALL VMs.

CSCur85328

Apache subversion Vulnerabilities

CSCur85551

Policy Intel Feature has issues writing CDRs

CSCur86112

QPS - Corosync not under control of monit

CSCur86307

Customer Reference Data: Column bindings fail

CSCur86459

Support for FRAMED_IPV6_ADDRESS retriever to send OSP in AAR on Sy'

CSCur86734

Internal user account require longer password expire period

CSCur87688

Gy Use case Initiator APN input variable is not working

CSCur89670

run management scripts other than root account

CSCur90077

QPS/OCS redundant database design

CSCur91919

collectd: Not being terminated, stale instances create CPU bottlenecks.

CSCur93957

Make IP tables Entries for the ports 9092,9093 and 9094 on Active LB

CSCur94791

QPS sends corrupt SY prime diameter packets under stress

CSCur94842

Remote Balance Lookup/Provisiong based on IMSI/MSISDN prefix

CSCur95130

Use in conditions on CRD columns should default to 'true'

CSCur95792

SY-RAA not sent for an unknown session

CSCur95819

RTCP MBR calculation for rx-qos-mapping not correct

CSCur95917

Remove and reinstall QoS-Group/charging rules for monitoring change

CSCur96938

QPS: SP Wifi Cleanup

CSCur97851

QPS - CCR-T timeout statistic not reported, throws error

CSCus00110

Sd CCA-u sent in response to Gx CCR-t in Sd scenario with Sy timeout

CSCus00120

Framed IP addr and IPv6 prefix not correctly encoded in Sd CCA message

CSCus00742

MTS QPS 5.5.2 Timeout template issue

CSCus02511

Upgrade scripts are too verbose

CSCus02518

Install.sh script doesn't stop when error detected
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CSCus03039

MAC registration is converting mac to capital letters

CSCus03512

RX AA requests dropped when diameter audit is configured

CSCus04104

Wrong Access-Network-Charging-Identifier Openet Service Parameter

CSCus06595

Policy Builder: When 'publish' is clicked 'null' exception is shown.

CSCus06871

Statistics counters for different session counts (Rx, Sy Prime, Sp, Sd)

CSCus06893

QPS sends RAR (via SPR validation) even when there is no change in LDAP

CSCus07739

No Failover Trap generated

CSCus08770

Separating Sy Active Charge and Sy Balance Manger stats

CSCus08933

Clean-Up of Orphaned Sessions - QPS should notify peers of the cleanup

CSCus08954

Sy statistics have diameter cmd code in name instead interface name

CSCus11759

Increase in Session Cache DB CPU usage

CSCus13225

Call failed due to NullPointerException wiht patch r068113

CSCus13482

DIAMETER_UNABLE_TO_COMPLY when upgrading to Video call

CSCus14818

Update/Add/Delete/SwitchService APIs Optimistic Lock issue

CSCus14942

httpd service is not started on deploy.sh

CSCus15225

PBJ fails to initialize

CSCus15255

Graphite doesn't initialize on pcrfclient01/02 race condition

CSCus15498

Migrated qns.conf has incorrect SVN user specified

CSCus15523

No SNMP traps generated when L3 LDAP connections are lost

CSCus15554

Gx retries counters are not available

CSCus15556

Sp retry counters are not available

CSCus15568

Result-Code: DIAMETER_APPLICATION_UNSUPPORTED (3007) in Sy RAA

CSCus16083

7.0.1 GR: Error processing policy request: key.cpp:433 and

CSCus16095

TAC: tzdata update for java on QPS instances

CSCus17654

Some iptables rules are missing after migration

CSCus18368

NUMD: redirect url is not sent out on the wire to the PGW

CSCus19527

RAR not sent after revalidation timer expires

CSCus21308

mongo_stat.sh script is causing lots of extraneous stats

CSCus22544

Migration does not properly support features/repos

CSCus24027

MSRP handover from UTRAN to EUTRAN is not working

CSCus25173

QPS network MAC address mismatch

CSCus25823

Remerge of 7.5.0 (trunk) code

CSCus26002

list_staged_features.sh

CSCus26038

Count of dedicated bearer setup requests sent by PCRF/per QCI

CSCus26045

Count of failed dedicated bearer setup received at PCRF per QCI

CSCus26051

Count of dedicated bearer requests at PCRF from P-CSCF per QCI

CSCus26064

Count of failed dedicated bearer sent by PCRF to P-CSCF per QCI

CSCus26160

Remove customer specific information from congestion ref bulk load utility

CSCus26696

We need to set Flow-Usage AVP to default value if not present
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CSCus26754

Radius Acct Request received has 2 output variable for sessionId

CSCus27432

December 2014 - NTPd.org Vulnerabilities

CSCus27735

QPS not able to delete session (java.util.HashMap) 5012 in engine logs

CSCus28708

Script needs to be enhanced to handle diameter proxies for lbs

CSCus31348

Oct 2014 OpenSSL Vulnerabilities

CSCus32048

Day of Week API is not work

CSCus33990

QPS does not send rule changes in RAR message

CSCus34001

Initiators that check a policy derived AVP to be missing doesn't work.

CSCus35531

observing continuous timeouts at PCEF after SPR failover to site2

CSCus35761

QPS doesn't include all the AVPs in TSR if generated by refresh

CSCus35785

Specific Action charging-correlation-exchange (1) is not working

CSCus35850

recurring quota 'end-day' can not be set

CSCus37444

QPS sending wrong QCI value when VoLTE call is followed by MSRP session

CSCus37515

pcrfclient running above 80% cpu

CSCus39292

migrate_qps_6 does not tell user to update SVN credentials in qns.conf

CSCus40854

IPME 4G to 3G HO same rule SIP_NW is installed again with same info

CSCus41153

7.0.1 in service migration drops all traffic

CSCus41451

Failure of Memcached Servers Results in High Query TPS

CSCus41590

Rx-RAR is not sent to the AF for resource allocation failure

CSCus42366

Table driven attributes are not included in Sy STR messages

CSCus42789

JANUARY 2015 OpenSSL Vulnerabilities

CSCus43161

Migration deploys pcrfclient02 before pcrfclient01

CSCus43409

SVN authentication issues during in service migration

CSCus43765

Error opening subscriber with session in control center.

CSCus44300

QPS not sending ARP parameters during MSRP bearer establishment

CSCus44607

QNS Servers Memory Leak

CSCus44945

QPS needs to use Service-URN as AF-Application-Id for E911 call

CSCus46534

Exception in CCR-U handling for rule failure in VoLTE case

CSCus46986

mongo_stat.sh creates large number of temp directories

CSCus47086

Unable to update Mongo Exprion on mongodb MongoExpirationQuery

CSCus47559

QPS doesn't properly handle the Charging-Rule-Report AVP

CSCus48079

QPS send incorrect QoS in Sd dynamic rule

CSCus48382

QPS ignores the number of retries set in PB for the Eap Proxy Settings

CSCus49286

Add domain_prefix to portal db domain_codes collection

CSCus50941

qns startup script: /opt/broadhop/qns-1/plugins missing files

CSCus50967

Error processing policy request: Invalid Specific-Action value 0

CSCus50997

Specific-action ACCESS_NETWORK_INFO_REPORT is not working

CSCus51416

While making a VoLTE call, QPS does not respond back for Rx-AAR message.
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CSCus51439

QPS has a dummy config under Diameter-Configuration.

CSCus52058

Import_deploy.sh script bug

CSCus52307

set_priority.sh is broken

CSCus53257

Session expiration from all VM take more time to process all shards

CSCus53496

CoA's not being sent

CSCus53901

Unable to login to Cluster Manager a &amp; b VM's using tacacs+ users

CSCus54375

SRVCC Audio, Video, MSRP -Rx-RAR for ps-to-cs HO Audio without flows AVP

CSCus54423

IPME 4G to 3G HO - Getting resource failure indication in Rx-RAR

CSCus54651

RAR not generated for anonymous subscriber when User is provisioned

CSCus57654

More pending transaction retries happening than what configured

CSCus58056

AF Application ID at message level not allowing dedicated bearer

CSCus58109

No TSR for IPv6 and IPv4v6 PDN types

CSCus59065

Soft delete timer

CSCus59349

Application should exit if it is unable to obtain a database connection

CSCus59419

cluster state may stuck at state=1 and prevent qns node to start

CSCus59450

QPS fails to proxy service acct stop if session acct stop received first

CSCus60434

QPS:QPS responds with 2001 in CCRI response but doesn't create session

CSCus60564

Usage-Monitoring-Info is not sent in some RAR during quota refresh

CSCus61159

qns lb05b hangs impacting Sy prime processing across cluster

CSCus61262

Could not perform Gx session binding5065 on QPS 7.0

CSCus61739

Auth-application-ID is missing in CCU-A sent for pending transaction

CSCus61938

World writable permissions on /var/qps/bin

CSCus63006

Best match CRD table search floods the log in DEBUG

CSCus63451

IPME charging rules not included in Gx charging rules counters

CSCus63467

Rx dedicated bearer recreated with different QoS (multiple Rx sessions)

CSCus63853

puppet overwrote pcrfclient02 license with one from pcrfclient01

CSCus66142

NullPointerException:FaultManager.java file (108 line)

CSCus66475

/ file system is running out of inodes: in lb01

CSCus66625

Wrong session store path in snmpd.conf

CSCus66818

QPS: References to JSON objects don't load properly

CSCus67443

about.sh has some print error

CSCus68349

qns_hb parameter for qns failure

CSCus69036

Java system property change - bestCompression

CSCus69663

Evaluation of glibc GHOST vulnerability - CVE-2015-0235

CSCus70040

BearerControlMode template not changing mid session for CCR-u

CSCus70387

Unnecessary Rx-RAR

CSCus71604

PCRF not sending ASR to PCSCF on RESOURCE_ALLOCATION_FAILURE

CSCus71718

SVN Backup failing to restore on 2B2 PCRF

CSCus71723

Rx AAR counters getting truncated
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CSCus73113

HAProxy doesn't start on 7.0.1 to 7.5 upgrade

CSCus74258

EDR replication configuration error causing high CPU on LB and QNS

CSCus77526

dsTest gx session-ids don't work with SY prime

CSCus77669

BST and SDS session count removal in DB display

CSCus77935

Lb Endpoint Disconnecting

CSCus79403

snmp community string addition and port change to be permanent

CSCus79672

Split Counter correction in Rx Dynamic Rule

CSCus81429

QNS Server connection error to LB after Server Reboot

CSCus82866

Regression: QPS is not picking up the rule name from CRD based on ULI

CSCus83060

gx outbound peers not retried after overflow failure

CSCus83824

Charging rule not removed when PCC-Rule-Status not ACTIVE (0)

CSCus85883

US4248 bugs - ErrorCodes, Unified API Docs, and SubscriberManager

CSCus87933

NDA40_QPS CCA-I has QCI value in Two AVP's for IMS default bearer attach

CSCus88097

QOS group rules are getting installed in CCA-U during an IRAT scenario

CSCus88640

QPS: Incorrect behavior of QPS while PCC rule installation through RAR

CSCus90018

New tool for exporitn crd table from cust_ref_data

CSCus90088

Diameter Rating Failed Being Returned Over Gy Interface

CSCus90372

QPS send ASR with wrong "BEARER_RELEASED (0)" while ALLOCATION_FAILURE

CSCus91488

validation failure

CSCus91837

Tacacs- qps pick up garbage values if no custom avps sent from tacacs

CSCus92674

Data Caching Error in Performance Testing

CSCus92985

Receiving wrong errorcode from QNS for empty updateSubscriber request

CSCus93741

[NUMD] custom soap/api fails remote addPackageInstance

CSCus93886

QPS is not sending blank acwsporurl avp in RAR

CSCus94457

lb01 VIP interface are lost by crmd / corosync process

CSCus95839

TACACS - Incorrect bash prompt &amp; file permission

CSCus96910

QPS: QPS is sending CCA-I with 5012 instead of forwarding CCR-I to proxy

CSCus99765

Rx ASA messages submitted to the policy engine

CSCut01597

Typo in error msg: does not have active 0MQ endpoint

CSCut02618

statusall.sh script not working with TACACS user account

CSCut04280

mongodb-27718.log grew too large

CSCut04806

QPS not sending STA when ANIR is enabled

CSCut04884

Root password change doesn't apply to installer VMs.

CSCut05020

QPS not sending rule removal following RAR with ADC rule remove

CSCut05196

No redundancy for consolidated logging.

CSCut05997

Regression: Wrong QCI received for MPS regression cases

CSCut06521

showPeers OSGI command does not properly format output

CSCut06529

Vendor-Id and Product-Name not stored in Peer from CER
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CSCut06695

lb0xx blade failure: Updates required to multiple qns.conf files.

CSCut06798

Process Startup Sequence: qns processes are started before puppet.

CSCut07164

TDF Instance ID ADC rule removal

CSCut07167

Gx rule removal triggered from Sd

CSCut08556

Only 1 Sd Destination Realm in QPS can be provisioned - Sd Related

CSCut10319

Stack overflow in license manager

CSCut10473

Two consecutive "__" for "gx_charging_rule" counter

CSCut11383

QPS should support diameter realm wildcarding - Part 1

CSCut11480

PCRF sending error 5xxx (5002/5003) when QNS cannot connect to SM

CSCut11484

Leaking PAS connections (outbound peers)

CSCut11754

Not getting INDICATION_OF_FAILED_RESOURCES_ALLOCATION (9) in RAR on Rx.

CSCut12401

Failover to secondary LDAP Server triggers new connections whenever max

CSCut12769

Lbvip IP change needs to be done manually

CSCut12895

QPS performance degraded after pri or sec session mgr failure

CSCut14475

QPS Sending multiple ASR messages after IRAT during E911 call.

CSCut16284

QPS: Error in install and modify of rules with TOD schedule on TZ change

CSCut17801

Regression: Wrong handling for Rx QoS actions

CSCut18345

QPS: PCC rules getting reinstalled at each CCA from PCRF

CSCut19250

Redirect-Support AVP is required to disable redirection on PCEF

CSCut19372

Remove default CSV files from the scripts directory

CSCut21867

Error on both the lbs in the output of top_qps.sh

CSCut23790

Error in Policy Builder when adding SCE configuration in 7.0

CSCut23957

Syslog and MongoDB logs high space Usage filling /var Filesystem

CSCut24918

QPS responding with 2001 in CCA-I for subscriber non-existent

CSCut26155

LB not sending CCR-I response Error in process request NPE

CSCut26263

SRVCC Failure-Code is not matching PS_TO_CS_HANDOVER

CSCut29088

Csv Replication of some EDRs not happening

CSCut29646

Incorrect Gy Bulk Stat

CSCut29747

Bulk Stat MongoDB Gauge Counters are Incorrect

CSCut29774

Bulk Stats Diameter Action Counters Contain Incorrect Values

CSCut29795

Bulk Stats-Charging Rule Name Not Present: Gx ChargeRule Install/Remove

CSCut32071

Enhance Logging Logic and Allow for Configurable Wait Times

CSCut32083

AKR: AF Application ID

CSCut35863

dataid missing in QueryAuditHistoryRequest

CSCut36666

Bulk Stats Counters are not incrementing correctly

CSCut38449

GR Migration : After migration backup DB's not restored

CSCut39265

Missing Information In TAL Logs

CSCut39663

QPS is not correctly encoding 3GPP-SGSN-Address AVP in Sd -TSR

CSCut40129

Regression: GyWallet 5003 diameter response on call timeout with OCS
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CSCut41000

No Gx RAR update from CPS for Sponsored Data use case.

CSCut41154

Gx messages out of order

CSCut42130

QPS send CCA-T with 5012 when using policy Sy peer type config

CSCut42891

Search Subscriber API - response time too high

CSCut44171

Disconnect on WebLogin needs to be moved to WLC PEP

CSCut46093

MARCH 2015 OpenSSL Vulnerabilities

CSCut47437

Copyright Year in About Policy Builder

CSCut48145

Retry non-2001 errors codes Gx and Sy

CSCut48583

build_etc.sh, syncconfig.sh, etc: Not updating logback.xml

CSCut48642

session_cache_ops.sh: Script host is hard coded to be pcrfclient01 or 02

CSCut49861

summaryall.sh stopall.sh startall.sh scripts asking for password for CM

CSCut51039

Regression: Charging rule status not detected in Initiator Conditions

CSCut52338

AIO is not upgrading on 7.5.0 ISO "QPS_7.5.0_20150322_0910.iso"

CSCut52805

UT: ASR not triggered when multiple rule report contain Rx and Gx rules

CSCut54654

No any consolidated*.log in pcrfclient02 with v7.0.1

CSCut55832

Multiple SLRequestType enum types

CSCut56115

restartall.sh script exits if qns Node is down

CSCut58182

TAL logs use incorrect format for some AVPs & numerical values

CSCut58556

PCRF is sending wrong Service ID 82 for video call in Gx RAR

CSCut58812

Sy prime realm is empty when there is change in PB configuration.

CSCut60365

RMS Issue: Seeing timeouts and 5012s error at while (Gx-Sp-Ss) load test.

CSCut61975

Enhancing zip_debug_log.sh

CSCut62339

PCRF Doesn't not send 5062 when "Flow Description AVP" is missing

CSCut62690

CPS give result code 5012 for Rx message when Sd session available

CSCut64010

summaryall.sh: bash: /etc/init.d/qns: No such file or directory

CSCut66097

QPS is not sending TSR towards MSP for Toggle Subscriber

CSCut67776

QPS sending twoSESSION ID AVP in one Sy-AAR message sent to AC node

CSCut68011

QPS-Charging Rule name for bearers different in 7.0.4 vs. previous ver.

CSCut68077

KPI Stats are struck for the Grafana

CSCut68225

QPS doesn't properly use the peer priority configuration

CSCut68423

Destination Hosts Pattern doesn't work after upgrading to 7.0.4

CSCut68472

Unable to set result code when terminating the session

CSCut70214

diagnostics.sh frequently reports insufficient memory on the VMs

CSCut74257

diagnostics showing GR env for Ha setup

CSCut76123

Password visible in output if change_passwd.sh fails

CSCut76349

SD CCR T is responded with 5002 ERROR

CSCut80187

QPS: Radius Service Templates are delivered broken

CSCut82616

memcahced process trap generation should be VM specific in 7.5
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CSCut83017

deploy-all.sh asks password multiple times

CSCut83950

QPS should be returning diameter error why CER is not processed

CSCut84394

Cox wants to retain UTC time while replicating

CSCut85404

Auth-Application-Id AVP added to Rx STA

CSCut86311

The “current” directory link is not rollback

CSCut86872

get replica not showing complete hostname

CSCut86875

copytoall.sh not copying to sessionmgr

CSCut86904

Cluster ID name uniqueness

CSCut86919

build_all.sh not running during upgrade

CSCut86942

upgrade not taking as per 7.5 build_all.sh

CSCut86957

Invalid session shard returned

CSCut87120

License file location changed

CSCut88569

session count script works for commented out set in mongoConfig.cfg

CSCut89327

reinit - pp_status is not working

CSCut92084

Using PB and CC together creates session login conflicts

CSCut93351

getting exception Error processing and deserializing

CSCut93366

Configuration parameters to be incorporated into build

CSCut93849

QPS - Stats XLS: set_session_count_total.records has no description

CSCut96000

QPS: Installation errors regarding glibc (see attached)

CSCut96341

Disable Regex Search should come by default

CSCut96347

permission not set for mon_db_for_callmodel script

CSCut96355

Too many open files in system at pcrfclient VM

CSCut98747

OutOfMemory after performance test crashed

CSCut99803

Too many zombies

CSCuu03220

QPS didn't answer INVALID_SERVICE_INFORMATION (5061)

CSCuu03235

incorrect feature installed on qns nodes.

CSCuu04644

Gx proxy device manager stores AVPs in the session

CSCuu07421

High Response time for Balance on SSD

CSCuu08002

Memory error on pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02 during load run

CSCuu08154

TCP Window size not correct on sessionmgrs

CSCuu08321

AV-Pair substitution is not happening for ALU in qps 6.1.1

CSCuu09672

QPS Mongo DB reaching maximum connections

CSCuu12773

Incorrect SNMP trap in case of wrong policy configuration

CSCuu14402

CPS sending two RARs while session terminate

CSCuu14444

CPS sending wrong Session-Release-Cause in RAR for session termination

CSCuu14834

Multiple Collectd processes running in the same time in the pcrfclients

CSCuu15005

qps syslog proxy requires /etc/broadhop

CSCuu15045

deploy.sh - vmware commands sometimes get errors

CSCuu16366

Initial install requires csv files
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CSCuu16502

Diagnostics scripts not in path

CSCuu19838

QPS: Subscriber state is not changed to inactive

CSCuu22227

Adding new APN in *key Prefix field of Remote Database configuration

CSCuu26146

CPU going high on QNS's

CSCuu26469

Merge missing BalanceReportingManager to Policy Intel 2.3 and trunk

CSCuu27763

Cosmetic: Typo in qns0x node WARN message.

CSCuu32840

QNS01 is not sending JMX counters update to grafite db

CSCuu34696

STA with reported usage dropped sometimes in HA

CSCuu35085

In Service Migration Causes Errors once new 7.X QNS node is up

CSCuu35166

If migration archive or migration plan don't exist --continue still runs

CSCuu35354

Bill Cycle eq 1 on the last day of the month issue

CSCuu35926

Diagnostics.sh -get_replica_status script sometimes shows "No Primary"

CSCuu37062

GR: Data store is not available: No master DB available - SPR

CSCuu37243

Attribute name not spelled correctly under Auto Provision Avp Parser sec

CSCuu37578

Realm Pattern attribute needs to be mandatory for any diameter client

CSCuu37584

Attribute name not spelled correctly under Sponsored Profile section

CSCuu43568

OOMError: Java heap space on GR F/O on all Primary SM down for Session db

CSCuu47666

Issue in reconciliation of expired credit from bkup to primary balanceDB

CSCuu48387

Issue due to reservations not being reconciled

CSCuu49362

End Date for Stackable Quotas is not reconciled from bkup db

CSCuu49496

2 digit MNC support in QPS

CSCuu49936

LB FAILOVER on S1 - Sessioncache and balancedb are not migrated to S2

CSCuu49956

BALANCEDB FAIL on S1 - Sessioncache and SPR are not migrated to S2

CSCuu50218

Difference in reconciliation of available credit from bkup to primary db

CSCuu50221

Changes to credit id when reconciling from bkup to primary db

CSCuu50324

Additional rollover quota added on reconciliation from bkup to primaryDB

CSCuu50423

mon_db_for_call_model should not run on Standby site in AS GR config

CSCuu50755

NullPointerException thrown when accessing subscriber record in CC

CSCuu53349

Dictionary Compression Issue

CSCuu55768

Rx STA with 5002 Error Code

CSCuu58830

NullPointerException when reservation is from multiple credits in bkup

CSCuu58857

Stop syprime handle timeout/retry

CSCuu59650

stopall.sh script changes the priority of all DBs on Site1

CSCuu59665

monsum shows status as Failed even when mon_db_for_callmodel is up

CSCuu59745

mon_db_for_lb_failover script is setting db priority in continuous loop

CSCuu60481

build_set.sh fails for sessions

CSCuu61776

NullPointerException when merging credit from bkup db on recurring quota

CSCuu64732

Exception during GR site failover with Balance backup db
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CSCuu69003

Reservations not removed on session termination following reconciliation

CSCuu73119

Failure in refresh of svn data is causing memory leaks

CSCuu74594

CPS - Fixing Automated Regression suite Test Cases

CSCuu76537

Null Pointer Exception thrown for local HA failover for Balance DB

CSCuu77520

In service migration fails on build_svn.sh

CSCuu80142

TPS degraded while reconciliation on local HA scenario

CSCuu81062

CPS: ConcurrentModificationException while responding to Rx-AAR

CSCuu81654

VIPs do not start properly on new LB deployment

CSCuu87894

Misleading “Site Down” trap

CSCuu87957

Automatic and manual sessionmgr recovery failing at 15K TPS

CSCuu88627

At high TPS audit records in log file for bkup balance DB are missed

CSCuu98847

disable resync alarm script support from 7.5 - due to CDET CSCuu94596

CSCuv00865

Steps to change tmpfs allocation on sessionmgr needs to be documented

CSCuv01983

Policy builder is not accessible with 7.5 QPS release

Related Documentation
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.


Cisco Policy Suite Alarming and SNMP Guide



Cisco Policy Suite ANDSF Configuration Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Backup and Restore Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Installation Guide



Cisco Policy Suite with Dynamic Orchestration



Cisco Policy Suite Mobile Configuration Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Operations Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Geo-Redundancy Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Policy Reporting Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Release Notes



Cisco Policy Suite Troubleshooting Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Wi-Fi/BNG Configuration Guide



Cisco Policy Suite Control Center 3.5 Interface Guide for Full Privilege Administrators



Cisco Policy Suite Control Center 3.5 Interface Guide for View Only Administrators
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The documents can be downloaded from the following links:


Common Guides:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html



Mobile Configuration Guide:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-configur
ation-guides-list.html



Wi-Fi Configuration Guide:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation at:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html.
Subscribe to What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which lists all new and revised Cisco technical
documentation, as an RSS feed and deliver content directly to your desktop using a reader application. The RSS feeds
are a free service.
This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a
Service Request, page 37 section.
Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this
URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership
relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1110R)

Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative
content is unintentional and coincidental.
© 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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